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September 26, 2012 

Elementary School 

 

 Disagree   Agree 

Information was useful to me.  1 3 14 

Webpage training was helpful.   1 17 

This training met my needs.   4 14 

 

What do you now fell capable of doing on your classroom webpage? 

 I upload photos of things that we have been doing in our classroom…we have a calendar w/”big events” in 

preschool! For now that’s all I am going to keep updating. 

 Adding pictures, links, newsletters, updating the calendars 

 Calendar, inserting links & photos. Jeremiah did a wonderful job of letting us work on what we wanted. 

Differential learning yes! 

 Calendar, adding photos, changing design, adding links 

 Homepage; adding pages w/test & photos 

 Getting to my web page and changing or adding words and making changes on the calendar 

 Adding pictures; creating new pages; archiving and deleting pages 

 I feel that I can edit and make any changes to it. I can add links for my students to use. I can add pictures. 

 Inputting links; changing backgrounds, themes, color, font; inserting pictures 

 Great “refresher” from our introduction to webpages in May. I was able to add more links that students may 

access at home. It was also helpful in that I feel more comfortable with adding pictures/images for parents & 

families. I learned how to add the district calendar to my webpage and included upcoming grade level activities 

too! Yeah! 

 I can now add events to my calendar, center photos, and merge my calendar with another person’s. 

 Inserting pictures; updating calendar; adding external pages 

 Making new pages & editing those I have. I also am able to add webpage links. 

 Upload photos; calendar 

 We are using our wiki 

 Adding dates to the calendar; adding links; adding pictures 

 Adding photos; creating layered pages; adding live links; adding snippets quickly to update or add to pages. 

 It was great just to work & screw up & fit it! Photos; new page; text 

 Updating calendar (show & tell calendar) fixing errors; saving photos & clipart; adding links to Wiki page; adding 

kdg. Links. 
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What needs do you still have to successfully use your webpage in the way that will be beneficial to your students and 

parents? 

 I so appreciated having the time to get something done & having someone right there to help me when I needed 

it! 

 Getting the parents to look at our web page. I need to send home more reminders. 

 Not really a lot I’m using the wiki more, because it is protected as to who can see it, with little (younger) 

students & custody cases I feel better. It is even easier than the web page too. 

 I am not sure how much I should put on page as far as security, but I think I have good understanding of what 

we did today just need time to do it. 

 Need to add links but first need to decide what links to add. Need more practice on uploading photos & saving 

to right folders? Wrapping text w/photos. 

 I felt really rushed today trying to learn too much. I will have to practice. (We filled out an eval. At our session) 

 Embedding videos, audio; more time to create 

 I need more information on managing pictures and changing them around month to month. 

 Want to download pictures from camera and then insert on photo album. Eventually show at conference time as 

slide show. 

 Not sure…would enjoy seeing examples of webpages in  order to get more ideas and check out the possibilities. 

Also, would love to have more late starts or PD to continue working on it. Thanks 

 More time to work on it 

 Just to continue to have time to develop more as the need arises, time to look @ others’ sites to see what they 

have included for “Ah-Ha” moments of what more I could include. 

 I need individual training to add photos and set up a blog. Perhaps a trainer in the building an entire day so we 

could meet w/him/her for training. 

 Time to play 

 I need to add a newsletter. I need to get the info out to the parents so they will actually use the website. 

 I didn’t get to embedding videos, but would like to learn how to do that. 

 Where I am not a classroom teacher I feel I am good to go! 

 Mine is more for parents & they can link to wiki page or kdg. Links, so at this time, I don’t’ have any needs. 

Comments: 

It was all individualized—when we had questions, Jeremiah came around, otherwise left us to “play” and tool around on 

our own. 

Jeremiah is a great teacher! He is kind and patient and was excellent at making sure the training was individualized to 

what people needed. 

 


